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Australia: Uninterrupted growth for 3 decades



Question

 How have economic gains been shared among Australians?

 The redistributive role of the Australian tax and transfer system 



Methods

1. Empirical facts: Summary statistics

 Point-in-time (standard) measure: Annual cross-sectional comparison

 Lifetime measure: Within and across cohort comparison

2. Analytical model: Counterfactual analysis

 A structural lifecycle model of income dynamics



Data

1. Admin data: ALife 1991-2019 

 Entire growth episode

 Large sample of taxpayers tracked over 29 years

 Large span of lifecycle for multiple cohorts

2. Household survey data for comparison: HILDA and SIH



Main findings
1. Real income growth: Gains for all groups

 bottom 20% and top 20% groups benefiting more than middle group

 the very rich (top 1% or 0.1%): slowdown in income growth since  2007

2. Inequality trend: significant rise

 market (labor and capital) income

3. The tax and transfer system: more progressive 

 keep inequality in check but fails to curve the rising inequality trend 

4. Younger cohorts: 

 higher lifetime income  and more progressive lifetime redistribution

 moderate rise in lifetime income inequality



Contribution to literature

 Income inequality/dynamics in Australia:

 Leigh (2005), Wilkins (2015), Chatterjee, Singh and Stone (2016), Herault and Azpitarte

(2015), Kaplan, Cava and Stone (2018), Productivity Commission (2018), Tran and Zakariyya 

(2021), Tin and Tran (2022)

 Income dynamics in other OECD countries 

 USA: Guvenen et. al. (forthcoming), Guvenen et. al. (2022)   



Point-in-time (cross sectional) income 
growth



Income concepts

 Market income

𝑦𝑡
𝑖 = Labour incomet

i + Capital incomet
i

 Post-government income

𝑥𝑡
𝑖 = 𝑦𝑡

𝑖 + Public transferst
i − Income taxt

i

𝑖: individual, 𝑡: income year

 Real 2019$



Sample: Summary statistics

Year N Male

(%)

Female

(%)

Male

Age 

(mean, sd)

Female

Age 

(mean, sd)

1991 736,584 55 45 41 ±15 40 ±15

1995 770,549 55 45 41 ±15 41 ±15

2000 838,057 54 46 42 ±15 42 ±15

2010 976,803 54 46 41 ±14 41 ±14

2019 1,185,275 51 49 42 ±15 42 ±14

Sample composition by sex and age (select years)



Trends in mean income

Immediate 

aftermath of 

1990 

recession

High growth

Slow down and stagnation



Mean income growth



Unequal growth: Market income



Unequal growth: Post-gov. income



Bottom 20%: Bracket creep



Top 1%



Top 0.1%



Lifetime income growth



Income concepts

 Lifetime market income of cohort 𝑐

𝐿𝐼𝑖
𝑐 = 

𝑗=30

50

𝑦𝑗,𝑡+1𝑗−1
𝑖

𝑖: individual, 𝑐: cohort entry year, lifespan: 30-50

(Same for other income and tax concepts)



Cohorts: Lifespan 30 – 50 years



Lifecycle income profiles



The 3 cohorts in 1997-2007



Post 2007 (Stagnation)



Lifecycle income profiles



Growth between cohorts



Unequal across quantiles



Inequality and redistribution:
Point-in-time vs. Lifetime



Tax progressivity:  Suits index

Cross-section Lifetime



Inequality: Cross-section measure



Inequality: Lifetime measure



Conclusions

 Greater gains for bottom 20% and top 20%

 Growth at the very top slowed down since 2007

 Significantly rise in market income inequality

 Taxes and transfers: fails to curve the rising inequality trend

 Younger cohorts: higher lifetime income, more progressive redistribution



Next steps
1. More empirical analysis

 Income growth by gender, longer lifespan and different cohorts 

2. Bracket creeping and redistributive effects:

 Tax stimulator: Simulate taxes under different income tax schedules (different 

indexations)

3. Structural lifecycle model of income dynamics

 Map lifecycle empirics to a structural behavioural model

 Counterfactual experiments with recent tax reforms



Thank you

 nabeeh.zakariyya@anu.edu.au (www.nabeehz.com)

 chung.tran@anu.edu.au
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Transfer progressivity: Suits index

Cross-section Lifetime
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